
A Modern Resource For Metaphysical Communities

This project is working to create a library worthy of its namesake. By
no later than 2010 the New Alexandrian Library will open its doors.

       We live in a time where there is a new renaissance in the exploration of the spiritual and the
magickal. A need exists for a place where knowledge from many esoteric traditions can be
accessed by scholars and serious seekers. The New Alexandrian Library will be a modern, state
of the art library with the capacity to preserve and to protect all forms of esoteric knowledge.
Books, periodicals, special collections, music, media, digital data, etc., will all be carefully cata-
loged and cross-referenced to ease the work of research. The Library will work to restore and to
preserve rare and damaged documents. The history of our magickal communities will also be
collected for the future. In addition to its physical presence, the New Alexandrian Library will
have an internet component to maximize its utility. Over time, as much material as is possible,
within the limits of logistics and legalities, will be available online.

    The New Alexandrian Library will be primarily a research and reference library, not a lending
library. It will provide onsite workstations and other facilities. We are also examining housing
options for long term research.

     The land for this project is being donated as well as the architectural plans. The New Alexan-
drian Library will be located in the sacred woods of Seelie Court in Southern Delaware. The
New Alexandrian Library will be under the aegis of the Assembly of the Sacred Wheel and as
such donations are tax deductible.

       The New Alexandrian Library will be collecting materials from all spiritual traditions. Like the
original Alexandrian Library in Egypt, it will be an interfaith crossroads.

       You can be a part of bringing this dream into reality.
Although donations of books and other materials will be
welcome, the immediate need is for the funds to build the
library. There will be a sculpture of a tree in the library that will
bear the names of those that make sponsoring donations.
The names will be on small plaques in the shapes of leaves,
flowers, fruits, and stars.

The New Alexandrian Library
14914 Deer Forest Road

 Georgetown, DE 19947

(302) 855-0699 • NAL@sacredwheel.org • www.sacredwheel.org/nal.html

The New Alexandrian Library Project is sponsored by
the Assembly of the Sacred Wheel a 501(c) 3 religious nonprofit organization

$250 - $999 —Leaf
$1000 - $2499 — Flower
$2500 - $4999 — Fruit
$5000 & Over — Star

Make your tax deductible checks
payable to:

The New Alexandrian Library
 Donations of any size are welcome


